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A set over 3000 cell nuclei from patients with Hudchinson-Gilford

syndrome has been labelled (healthy or pathological, normal shape

or puffy, homogeneous or non homogeneous texture) by an expert.

It provided the gold standard for learning.

Motivations: Hudchinson-Gilford syndrome is a rare laminopathy

[1] which causes patients age prematurely, failure to thrive and

alopecia. Affected patients display a significant proportion of

pathological blood cell nuclei: the aim of this poster is to describe

a model for nuclei classification. Shape [2] and texture [3]

indexes are used in the learning context to build the model.
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Efficiency of classification of the shape = 95.4%
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Distribution of the classification probability as given by the model to the nuclei (validation)

The closer to one the probability, the more convex the nucleus. Dark

areas and light green areas are for nuclei labelled as puffy shaped

and ellipsoidal shaped respectively.

Efficiency of classification of the texture = 90 %
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The closer to one the probability, the more homogeneous the nucleus.

Dark areas and light green areas are for nuclei labelled as

homogeneous and non homogeneous textured respectively.

Best all subset: 11 out of 17 shape indexes. Best all subset: 8 out of 15 Haralick features.

Indexes used in the models: shape and textures

Shape indexes Haralick features

Conclusions

 We have constructed three new shapes indexes for characterizing

the shape of the nuclei. With these indexes, we obtain 95.4% of

efficiency of classification and only 93.7% without.

A model based on Haralick’s features was built in order to handle the

problem of texture characterization. This model has provided a

satisfactory handling of the texture characterization (90%).

With the combination of the two models (shape and texture), the
efficiency of classification of nuclei as healthy/pathological reaches
90%. It matches the expert's reproducibility.
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Characterization of the texture
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Computation of 15

Haralick features

Validation with the

“K-fold” protocol
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Characterization of the shape
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Cce = { ConvexHull(F)\F }
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